
Quick Start Guide

Set Up
1. Connect a professional media player, such as the Model 1703 or Audio Authority Media Hub, to the Default Audio Input. If desired, 

provide a 3.5mm cord connected to the Aux Input so that customers may connect their own music players. 
2. Connect an Easy Plug for each pair of headphones to the push-button ports labeled 1-3.

3. Connect an Easy Plug push-button to the Pairing Reset port on the 1830. This button should be hidden from the customer’s view.

4. *Set the demonstration timeout. The demonstration length is set by the timeout dial, 0-9 in 15 second increments.

5. *Set the number headphone positions in the demo. Set this dial according to the number of active positions, 1, 2, or 3.

6. Before powering the 1830 for the first time, make sure the headphones are charged, but powered off (see manufacturer’s 
documentation), and not connected to the USB charging ports.

7. Plug one end of the power adapter into the power jack on the 1830 and the other end into a working power outlet.

8. PSBs blink rapidly when intitializing. After the boot cycle is complete, PSB 1 blinks slowly indicating the 1830 is waiting for 
headphone position 1 to be paired.

9. Press the pairing button on the first pair of headphones to establish a link. The PSB lights solid to confirm the pairing. The next PSB 
blinks slowly, ready for pairing. Repeat the process to set up the remaining headphones.

NOTE: Cycle power to the 1830 for a minimum of 5 seconds after making any changes to the dials after initial setup.

Operation
The demo push-buttons are constantly lit in attract mode. When the demonstration is active, the selected push-button blinks. Select 
other product positions, or press the button of a selected product to turn it off. Connect a music player via 3.5mm cable or pair it via 
Bluetooth (Bluetooth takes priority).

Daily Maintenance

Keep the 1830 powered on so that the headphones may be charged. At closing time do the following: 

• Turn off the headphones, and connect them to their USB charging cables.

• Allow the headphones to charge overnight (observe manufacturer’s charging guidelines).

In the morning do the following: 

• Disconnect the headphones from their charging cables and power them ON.
• Wait 10 seconds for the headphones to automatically reconnect.
• Select each position to confirm operation; if any headphone does not play, cycle power to the 1830. The 1830 will attempt to pair 

again. If this fails see Pairing the Headphones on page 3 of the tech manual available on the Audio Authority website.

When rotating stock, use the pairing reset button instead of cycling power.

Model 1830 • Bluetooth® Headphone Demonstrator

Thank you for purchasing this Audio Authority product! 
Follow the instructions below, and see this website for 
more detailed information.

www.audioauthority.com/1830Scan for 
Tech Tips
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Call Audio Authority with questions that are not addressed in this manual or for more information check our website: 
audioauthority.com/1830.
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